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trere hcing followed.    In,	however, we
noticed from several recent   files that  have come ^ to us
that they arc honoured more in the breach than in the
observance. Thus, for instance, the system of unofficial
references floes not still	to have taken root, and
tiles arc forwarded from one department to another with a letter, copies of files being kept in the parent department. In this matter, as in most others in the State, we
that there is no absence of instructions. There is an order about most things. Unfortunately, it is rarely obeyed. The only real way to improve this state of affairs is for such of the Ministers as have had experience in other Secretariats to devote half a day once a week to the examination of the actual working of the departments of the Secretariat. We suggest that the Chief Minister should pay surprise visits to any department, go to the tables of a few clerks at random, see the files that are with them, and their method of disposal. From the clerk, the examining Minister might proceed to the officer, the Assistant Secretary, the Deputy Secretary
the Secretary, and hold in each ease a proper inspection. 3 to 4 hours a week spent in this manner over six months by such a highly placed inspector would, we feel,, produce striking results. We fully realise that this suggestion is likely to place a great deal of strain on the Minister, but if, in consequence, real efficiency is attained in the Secretariat, the forging ground of policy, before the direction of Government is handed over to politicians, we are sure, the Minister will agree, that valuable service has been rendered. A weekly statement showing the number of cases and the periods for which they are pend-ing, so many over a week, so many over a fortnight, so many over a month, etc,, should come to the Secretary, the first thing on Monday morning,
The Secretariat consists of 1 Chief Secretary, 11 Sec
retaries and I Joint Secretary in independent charge of
a department. In present circumstances and taking in
to account the amount of work that should rightly be
done in1 the Secretariat, this number is "far too large/ On
a careful examination of the allocation of work among
the various Secretaries, we feel that it should be possible
to manage_with three department less.. Labour may
beLtronsferred to the General Admimsteatiom Department*
The. schedule -of subjects shown, tinder :the GendPfii
-Departm0nt» ia "the	of*

